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A Distance Ruler for RNA
Using EPR and Site-Directed Spin Labeling

Spin-label attachment to the bases of oligonucleotides
is useful for loop or bulge regions where the bases are
not involved in Watson-Crick hydrogen bonding, or 3�
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Texas A&M University or 5� ends where base pairing will not significantly affect

the oligonucleotide tertiary structures. A 2� modificationCollege Station, Texas 77842
for the spin-labeling sites may be advantageous for
SDSL, because this modification may not be restricted
to the sequence of the oligonucleotides, and it may haveSummary
lesser consequences for base pairing [12].

SDSL in conjunction with EPR spectroscopy has beenAs a basic model study for measuring distances in
used to measure distances in protein systems throughRNA molecules using continuous wave (CW) EPR
measuring spin-spin dipolar couplings. For example,spectroscopy, site-directed spin-labeled 10-mer RNA
the distances between nitroxides attached to syntheticduplexes and HIV-1 TAR RNA motifs with various in-
�-helical polypeptides have been predicted with a rangeterspin distances were examined. The spin labels were
of inter-spin distances from 8 to 25 Å using Fourierattached to the 2�-NH2 positions of appropriately
deconvolution of the EPR spectra [13]. Various EPRplaced uridines in the duplexes, and interspin dis-
methods, including monitoring the half-field transi-tances were measured from both molecular dynamics
tion, Fourier deconvolution, computer simulation of linesimulations (MD) and Fourier deconvolution methods
shapes, and pulsed EPR techniques, have been com-(FD) [13]. The 10-mer duplexes have interspin dis-
pared for distance measurements in proteins (reviewedtances ranging from 10 Å to 30 Å based on MD; how-
in [14]). Although actual distances were not measuredever, dipolar line broadening of the CW EPR spectrum
from the EPR spectra, the interactions between proteinis only observed for the RNAs for predicted interspin
and RNA in ribonuclease P from Escherichia coli weredistances of 10–21 Å and not for distances over 25 Å.
monitored by the dynamics of the spin-label moleculesThe conformational changes in TAR (transactivating
attached to several cysteine residues in the protein [15].responsive region) RNA in the presence and in the
Recently, a 60 Å distance in a short RNA oligonucleotideabsence of different divalent metal ions were moni-
labeled via internal 2�-NH2 positions was measured us-tored by measuring distances between two nucleo-
ing pulsed electron double resonance (PELDOR) spec-tides in the bulge region. The predicted interspin dis-
troscopy [16]. However, there are no studies in the litera-tances obtained from the FD method and those from
ture reporting a range of distance measurements in RNAMD calculations match well for both the model RNA
molecules using more commonly available continuousduplexes and the structural changes predicted for TAR
wave (CW) EPR spectroscopy.RNA. These results demonstrate that distance mea-

Functional RNAs such as ribozymes have compactsurement using EPR spectroscopy is a potentially
and highly folded tertiary structures, and the correctpowerful method to help predict the structures of RNA
folding is critical to the activity of these molecules [17].molecules.
For example, based on FRET studies, the hammerhead
ribozyme has been proposed to undergo a two-step

Introduction folding pathway to form a catalytically active structure
that is dependent on metal ion concentrations [18]. Re-

Distance measurements between two site-specific probes cently, the folding and catalysis of the hairpin ribozyme
in biomolecules are a powerful method to determine or has also been investigated with single molecule fluores-
constrain structures, particularly for large or dynamically cence methods [19, 20]. SDSL with EPR spectroscopy is
complex systems. For proteins, site-directed spin label- a complementary method that may have certain merits;
ing (SDSL) in conjunction with EPR spectroscopy has nitroxide spin labels are usually smaller than fluorophore
been used broadly for this purpose [1–5]. SDSL has not molecules, and only one type of spin label is required
been broadly applied to RNA structural biology, despite for the two labeling sites. Interpretation of FRET can
a constant need for additional tools to predict RNA fold- sometimes be complicated due to incomplete averaging
ing and RNA-protein complex formation. The goal of of the relative orientation of the fluorophores, whereas
this work is to develop SDSL for distance measurements the anisotropy of the nitroxide spin label is more easily
in RNA complexes. approximated [21, 1].

SDSL introduces spin-label molecules into desired As a model study for measuring distances within RNA
positions of macromolecules. In the case of proteins, molecules, and in order to apply this method to predict
thiol-reactive nitroxide spin labels have been introduced the folding pathways of larger RNA molecules, six dif-
mainly to cysteine-substituted sites [2–5]. For RNA oli- ferent short 10-mer RNA duplexes have been designed
gonucleotides, spin labels can be covalently attached with spin labels attached at varying 2� positions (Fig-
either to modified bases [6–8] or the phosphate moiety ure 1) such that the interspin distances vary between
[9, 10], or to the 2� position of the ribose ring [11, 12]. �9–30 Å. (Figure 2A). The thermodynamic consequence

of label attachment on duplex stability was determined.
The low-temperature EPR spectra of the doubly labeled*Correspondence: derose@mail.chem.tamu.edu
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Figure 1. Spin-Labeling Reaction for 2�-NH2

Modified RNA Oligonucleotides

duplexes showed spin-spin dipolar line broadening for Thermal Stability of the Spin-Labeled
RNA Duplexesdistances �25Å, and these signals were analyzed by the
In order to investigate the thermodynamic effects of theFourier deconvolution method [13]. Molecular modeling
2� modifications, UV-Vis detected thermal denaturationwas performed for all duplexes to compare theoretical
experiments were performed for several modified du-distances with experimental values.
plexes (Table 2A). In 0.1 M NaCl (pH 7.8), the meltingExpanding from simple duplex models, SDSL was also
temperatures of the RNA duplexes without modificationused to observe structural changes predicted for an
were approximately 56�C. A single 2�-amino modifica-HIV-1 TAR RNA structure upon addition of divalent metal
tion on one nucleotide of a duplex destabilized the RNAions. The HIV Tat protein binds to TAR RNA around the
structure by 2�C–3�C. When two 2�-amino groups weretrinucleotide bulge region to activate HIV gene expres-
introduced, the duplex was destabilized by an additionalsion (Figure 3A) [22, 23]. Biochemical and biophysical
2�C–3�C. Upon attachment of the spin label to RNA du-studies on a stem-loop TAR sequence have revealed
plexes, each labeling of a single strand destabilized thethat it undergoes structural changes upon binding to
resulting duplex by approximately 10�C compared toderivatives of Tat protein or metal ions [24–27]. In the
the unmodified duplex.absence of divalent metals, the upper and lower helical

stems of the TAR RNA are predicted to fluctuate about
Modeling of the Duplexesan average bend angle of �50� [24, 25, 27, 28]. Structural
Distances between nitrogen atoms of the two nitroxidestudies of TAR in the presence of 4.5 mM Mg2�, 50 mM
spin labels were predicted using molecular modelingCa2� and 2.5 mM Mg2�, or Tat peptide predict that the
(Table 3A). The structures of the spin-labeled duplexestwo helices are almost coaxially stacked (Figure 3A). In
with averaged distances are shown in Figure 2A. Whilethis work, conformational changes of TAR RNA upon
rotating the two spin labels in the simulation, the distri-binding divalent metal ions were examined by measuring
butions of the spin-spin distances were obtained, anddistances between two attached spin labels. The data
the ranges and average distances are listed in Table 3.

predict an increase in interspin distance in the presence
Although the U7A/U5 duplex has the shortest interspin

of metal ions, consistent with expectations from molecu-
distance, averaged at 9.7 Å, and the spin label has a

lar modeling. This study demonstrates that, with a length including linker of 5–6 Å, the two spin labels did
straightforward protocol of SDSL and CW EPR spectros- not inhibit the rotation of each other in this duplex.
copy, reliable distance measurements can be available
for RNA systems.

Low-Temperature EPR Spectra
The EPR spectra for all duplexes were measured at
low temperature (183K) to obtain the pure dipolar line

Results broadening contribution to the EPR spectra. When the
samples are frozen so that rotational and translational

Design of the RNA Duplex Structures motions are restricted, the EPR spectra of these sam-
Six RNA duplexes with 10 base pairs were designed ples are the superposition of the spectrum of each spin
to measure distances between attached nitroxide spin with a different orientation in the external magnetic field,
labels (Table 1). To increase the stability of each duplex, and the spectra can be treated as a powder pattern.
two G:C base pairs close the duplexes at both 3� and The EPR spectra of the doubly labeled duplexes show
5� ends. 2�-Modified uridines, to which spin labels were marked differences as the nitroxide interspin distance
attached (Figure 1), were placed in the interior of the changes (Figure 2B). The spin-spin dipolar interaction
sequence to minimize adverse effects on the stability leads to line broadening, which is observed as a de-
of the duplexes. As shown in Table 1, moving the posi- crease in intensity of the EPR spectra (red lines) relative
tion of a 2�-amino U in the sequence changes the pre- to the additive spectra of two singly labeled samples
dicted interspin distances. In order to be able to com- (black lines). The dipolar interaction is not obvious in the
pare the EPR spectra of duplexes with either single CW EPR spectra of the U7/U8 and U8A/U8B duplexes,
or double spin labels, self-complementary sequences which have predicted interspin distances of �25 Å that

exceed the detection limit using CW EPR spectroscopy.were not used.
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Figure 2. EPR Spectra and Predicted Interspin Distances for Spin-Labeled RNA Duplexes

(A) The structures of spin-labeled RNA 10-mers simulated within the Discover 3 module in Insight II, assuming that the 10-mers have canonical
rigid A-type RNA structures.
(B) EPR spectra of the doubly labeled 10-mer duplexes at 183K in 100 mM NaCl, 20% ethylene glycol, and 5 mM TEA buffer (pH 7.8). The
summed spectra of two singly labeled duplexes are shown in black, and the spectra of doubly labeled duplexes are shown in red. Dipolar
line broadening results in an apparent signal decrease for the doubly labeled duplexes.
(C) Distributions of the interspin distances for all duplexes predicted from MD calculations (blue) and the averaged interspin distances obtained
from FD analysis of EPR spectra (red arrow).
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Figure 3. EPR Spectra and Predicted Interspin Distances for Spin-Labeled HIV-1 TAR RNA

(A) The secondary structure of TAR RNA and the tertiary structures of the spin labeled models used to predict distances under different metal
ion conditions. Spin labels are attached to U25 and U40 (bold). In model structures, spin labels are highlighted in orange and the flexible
bulge is colored in magenta.
(B) EPR spectra of the doubly labeled TAR RNA under different metal conditions (100K). Buffer contains 50 mM NaCl, 20% ethylene glycol,
and 5 mM TEA buffer (pH 7.8). The summed spectra of two singly labeled duplexes are shown in black, and the spectra of doubly labeled
duplexes are shown in red.
(C) Distributions of the interspin distances for TAR RNA predicted from MD calculations (orange for fixed RNA, blue for flexible bulge) and
averaged interspin distances obtained from FD analysis of EPR spectra (red arrow).

However, the rest of the duplexes exhibit dipolar broad- Spin Labeling and Thermal Stability of TAR RNA
The sequence of TAR RNA tested in this study containsenings that increase as the estimated distances get
the helix-bulge-helix region known to bind Tat peptidesmaller. Furthermore, the EPR spectrum of U7A/U5 shows
derivatives. As described above, studies on the stem-additional shoulders at both lower and higher magnetic

fields, which can be observed due to the exchange inter-
action between overlapping nitrogen �-orbitals of the

Table 1. RNA Sequences and Estimated Distances Used in This
nitroxide groups when the interspin distances are less Study
than 1.0 nm [30, 31].

Name 10-mer Sequencesa Distance (Å)b

U5 5�-C C U A U G G U G G-3� 9.7
U7A 3�-G G A U A C C A C C-5�Fourier Deconvolution of the EPR Spectra
U6 5�-C C U A G U G U G G-3� 12.1Dipolar line broadening functions for all duplexes were
U7 3�-G G A U C A C A C C-5�

obtained using Fourier deconvolution, and the averaged U3 5�-C C U A G U G U G G-3� 17.3
spin-spin distances were calculated as described in Ex- U7 3�-G G A U C A C A C C-5�

perimental Procedures. Table 3A and Figure 4 compare U7B 5�-C C U A G G U U G G-3� 18.2
U7C 3�-G G A U C C A A C C-5�the distances obtained from molecular modeling with
U8 5�-C C U A G U G U G G -3� 25.3those from the Fourier deconvolution method, which are
U7 3�-G G A U C A C A C C-5�in good agreement within 1–3 Å. The Fourier deconvolu- U8A 5�-C G A U G U G U G C-3� 30.0

tion method is sufficiently sensitive to model the �25 Å U8B 3�-G C U A C A C A C G-5�
interspin distance predicted for U7/U8, even though the TAR15 5�-G G C C A G A U C U G A G C G-3� 9.8c (14.1)d

TAR12 3�-C C C G G U C U C U C G-5�weak dipolar broadening for this sample is barely visible
in the EPR spectra (Figure 2B). The calculated distance a U indicates the 2�-NH2 uridine where the spin label molecule is
from molecular modeling for the U8A/U8B 10-mer is attached.

b Averaged distances based on MD calculations (see Table 3).�30 Å, and the Fourier deconvolution method does not
c Based on the NMR structure (PDB ID code 1ANR, structure 1).result in a detectable broadening function for this dis-
d Based on the X-ray crystal structure (NDB ID code URX075).

tance.
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Table 3. Spin-Spin Distances Determined from MolecularTable 2. Thermal Stabilities of RNA Duplexes Used in This Study
Dynamics and EPR Spectra Using the Fourier

A. Thermal Stabilities of the 2�-Modified RNA Deconvolution Method
10-mer Duplexes

A. Doubly Labeled 10-mer Duplexes
Modification Tm, average (�C)

dMD (Å)
none 55.4 � 0.5

RNA Range Average dFD, av (Å)single 2�-NH2 52.3 � 0.6
double 2�-NH2 48.3 � 0.6 U7A/U5 5.7–13.7 8.7 9.1 � 0.3
single 2�- spin label 46.1 � 0.8 U7/U6 8.5–15.6 12.3 14.8 � 0.5
double 2�- spin label 36.1 � 1.5 U7/U3 13.6–20.5 17.5 15.0 � 0.5

U7B/U7C 13.8–21.2 18.5 16.5 � 0.5B. Metal Dependence of the Thermal Stabilities of the TAR RNAs
U7/U8 22.5–28.0 25.7 22.1 � 0.7

Tm (�C) U8A/U8B 25.9–34.0 30.7 NA

No B. TAR RNA
[M2�] Modification L12/15 12/L15 L12/L15 dMD (Å)

no Mg2� 52.0 50.2 50.2 47.0 [M2�] Range Average dFD, av (Å)
50 mM Ca2�, 68.3 65.4 66.5 60.0

None 5.1–13.8 9.8 11.9 � 0.32.5 mM Mg2�

(6.3–12.9)a (9.1)
Melting temperatures were measured with UV-VIS spectroscopy in 50 mM Ca2�, 11.3–17.0 14.1
5 mM TEA buffer (pH 7.8) and 100 mM NaCl for 10-mer duplexes 2.5 mM Mg2� (11.2–19.0) (15.5) 14.2 � 0.3
and 50 mM NaCl (pH 7.8) for TAR RNAs. L stands for the labeled

a Distances in parentheses are calculated without structure con-RNA.
straints on the bulge nucleotides.

loop TAR containing this sequence predict that the RNA in the bulge region of TAR and have previously been
undergoes global and local structural changes depend- shown through SDSL to exhibit dynamic properties, as
ing on the type and concentrations of divalent metals. expected from solution NMR studies [11]. Attachment
Two sites, U25 and U40, were chosen for spin labeling of spin labels at these sites has only a minor effect on
of TAR RNA such that the resulting interspin distances melting temperature, decreasing Tm by only 2�C in the
were modeled to be �25 Å (vide infra), and changes in singly labeled and 5�C–8�C in doubly labeled TAR RNAs
them would report upon the predicted metal-dependant (Table 2).
transition to coaxially stacked helices. These sites are

Modeling TAR RNA
In the absence of divalent cations, TAR is predicted to
undergo significant conformational fluctuations [27, 28].
As an initial model for TAR RNA in the absence of diva-
lent ions, one structure was chosen from a family of 20
conformers that satisfied NMR constraints obtained in
�50 mM NaCl at pH 5.5 (Protein Data Bank ID code
1ANR, structure 1) [25]. For estimating distance changes
predicted for TAR in the presence of Ca2�, the X-ray
structure obtained from crystals grown in �40 mM NaCl,
50 mM CaCl2, and 2.5 mM MgCl2 (pH 6.0) was used (NBD
URX075) [26]. Since the nucleotides in the bulge region
of the TAR RNA are considered to be flexible, simula-
tions of spin-labeled TAR were performed in which those
regions were either kept rigid or allowed to move relative
to the helical regions. Based on these simulations, aver-
age interspin distances of 9.1–9.8 Å were predicted for
labels attached to U25 and U40 of TAR in the absence
of divalent metal ions. These distances were predicted
to increase to 14.1–15.5 Å upon addition of divalent ions
(Table 3B).

EPR Distance Measurements in TAR RNA
Figure 4. Comparison of Distances Measured from Fourier Decon- As described by Edwards and Sigurdsson [11], the room
volution Analysis of EPR Spectra and from Computer Simulations

temperature EPR spectra of individual spin labels atwith Insight II
U25 and U40 show differences in line shapes (data not

TAR indicates TAR RNA without divalent metal, and TAR-Ca2� indi-
shown) that reflect increased mobility for U25. The linecates TAR RNA in the presence of 50 mM Ca2� and 2.5 mM Mg2�.
shapes of the doubly labeled TAR RNA EPR spectra,Dashed line indicates the ideal correlation between experimental

and MD values. obtained at 100K (Figure 3B), are further broadened due
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Figure 5. Overlay of Predicted TAR RNA Structures

A side view (A) and a bottom view (B) of the overlaid 20 conformers of TAR RNA retrieved from Protein Data Bank ID code 1ANR. Five
structures that have interspin distances predicted to be within �3 Å about the EPR-measured value are highlighted (yellow box), and the
remaining structures are in white (white box).

to dipolar interactions, as expected. Metal-dependent structures are in white. It is apparent that the selected
EPR spectra of doubly spin-labeled TAR RNA obtained structures sample a subset of interhelical orientations.
at 100K are shown in Figure 3B. The amount of broaden-
ing is similar to that observed for the U7U6 and U7U3
model duplexes, indicating that similar interspin dis- Discussion
tances in the region of 12–15 Å are expected. Moreover,
a lower apparent intensity is observed in the case of TAR Measuring distances between localized labels is an im-
without divalent cations, indicating that the interspin portant method for obtaining structural information
distance is shorter than that observed upon addition of about biological macromolecules. While EPR methods
Ca2�. Indeed, the distances obtained from the Fourier have been used widely to probe structure and dynamics
deconvolution methods are 11.9 � 0.3 Å for TAR RNA in proteins, these have been far less explored for com-
in the absence of divalent cations (0.1 M NaCl) and plex RNA molecules. In this study, A-type RNA 10-mer
14.2 � 0.3 Å when 50 mM Ca2� is added. These distances duplexes with different interspin distances were tested
are similar to those predicted by molecular modeling, as a basic model for measuring distances in RNA mole-
and the change observed is consistent with the increase cules using site-directed spin labeling with EPR spec-
in distance between the nitroxide spin labels that is troscopy. In addition, the conformational changes of a
predicted upon coaxial stacking of the TAR RNA helices helix-bulge-helix motif of TAR RNA were examined as
upon binding of divalent cations. a function of different ionic conditions.

One challenge in using SDSL for RNA studies is at-
tachment of the label. Recently, 2�-amino modificationsRestricting TAR RNA Structural Models
have been successfully employed for attaching probesby EPR Distance Measurements
in RNA molecules. This method provides a convenientIn theory, the interspin distance of 11.9 � 0.3 Å mea-
tool for introducing labels to the ribose ring at any posi-sured for TAR RNA in 0.1 M NaCl can be used as an
tion in the RNA sequence. For example, a riboseadditional constraint in calculating structures based on
2�-amino modification has been used to attach pyrenesolution NMR data. As an initial demonstration, the 20
fluorophores internally to the P4-P6 domain of the Tetra-structures published for TAR were evaluated in order to
hymena group I intron in order to monitor the tertiarydetermine whether a subset of them would fit the SDSL
folding [32]. More recently, Edwards and Sigurdssondata. Following MD simulations for all 20 structures
attached an isocyanate nitroxide spin label to the 2�modeled with added spin labels at U25 and U40, only
amino of a uridine to study dynamics in TAR RNA usingfive structures were found to have interspin distances
EPR spectroscopy [11]. Here, we used 2�-amino modi-within a broad range of �3 Å about the experimentally
fied uridine to introduce a commercially availabledetermined value. Figure 5 shows an overlay of all 20
n-succinimidyl spin label internally to RNA sequences.TAR RNA conformers in which the five selected struc-

tures are distinguished in colors, and the remaining A decrease in thermal stabilities of the 10-mer du-
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plexes is observed for RNAs containing 2�-amino modifi- analysis for TAR suggests some populations with longer
cations. An additive decrease in the thermal melting interspin distances (data not shown), consistent with
temperature of duplexes upon ribose 2�-NH2 modifica- predictions that conformers closer to the “stacked” col-
tion was previously observed in the thermal stabilities linear structures are also sampled [27–29].
of 2�-amino modified 9-mer RNA duplexes [33]. There, The data in Figure 4 summarize the distances pre-
2�-amino modification in a single strand of a duplex dicted from molecular dynamics simulations and SDSL
caused destabilization of the RNA duplex by approxi- experiments. Although there are 1–3 Å deviations from
mately 4�C, and three 2�-amino groups in consecutive the linear dashed line that represents an ideal correla-
cytidines of a single strand in an RNA duplex decreased tion, this method works quite well for estimating dis-
the melting temperature by �13�C. It has been proposed tances within 25 Å. The fitting procedure used here, with
that 2�-amino modification destabilizes A-type RNA du- a single interspin distance, was chosen for simplicity.
plexes because the modification stabilizes a 2�-endo While the deviations increase the uncertainty in absolute
sugar pucker (�80%), as opposed to the otherwise dom- distances to �2 Å, the method used here will suffice
inant 3�-endo conformation [34]. Additional modification for deducing large structural changes and also relative
at the 2� position with the spin label used here, which changes in distances caused by, for example, a shift
creates a relatively rigid amide linker, causes further in helix register. As demonstrated for TAR RNA, the
destabilization but does not interfere with helix forma- method used here could also provide additional con-
tion at room temperature or below. This level of destabili- straints in modeling solution NMR data, possibly to aug-
zation may be less significant in the context of longer ment residual dipolar coupling calculation used to pre-
RNA helices, certain RNA tertiary structures, or with dict angles between RNA helices [37]. It should be noted
different linker lengths. Consistent with this, spin labels that although distance determinations using this CW
at the bulge region of TAR RNA have much less of an EPR spectroscopy/Fourier deconvolution method are
effect on the RNA stabilities (Table 2B; [11]). These re- limited to ranges of 8–25 Å [1], advanced EPR tech-
sults suggest that spin labels attached to nucleotides niques such as pulsed electron double resonance
that are not involved in base stacking or are at the end (PELDOR) can be used, with the identical spin-labeling
of stacked regions may not significantly destabilize the protocol, for the longer distance range of 20 Å to �60 Å
RNA structures. [16] (N.-K.K., V.J.D., and M.K. Bowman, unpublished

The interspin distances for the spin-labeled 10-mer results).
duplexes investigated here were modeled based on the
assumption that the RNA structure was rigid and was
not affected by the different conformations of the spin Significance
labels that were sampled during the MD simulations.
Figure 2C shows the distributions of interspin distances Although many studies measuring distances in pro-
calculated from MD simulations in comparison with the tein systems have been successfully performed using
averaged distances obtained from FD analysis of the continuous wave EPR spectroscopy, this technique
EPR spectra. Averaged distances are also compared in has not been reported for RNA structures. In this study,
Table 3A and Figure 4. The agreement between mea- we advanced the spectroscopic distance ruler pre-
sured and predicted spin-spin distances indicates that viously reported for polypeptides to a model RNA du-
the approximations used for MD simulation of the in- plex system for the first time and applied this method
terspin distances are reasonable, despite the possibility to TAR RNA for predicting conformational changes.
that the sugar pucker may be altered at the labeled site. Thus, distances between two spin labels attached to

Based on success with the model duplexes, we ap-
specific positions were measured using CW EPR spec-

plied SDSL to monitor conformational changes in the
troscopy and evaluated using Fourier deconvolution

more complex structure of TAR RNA. As predicted from
of the resulting dipolar-broadened line shapes. TheMD calculations on models of TAR with conjugated spin
results match well with interspin distances predictedlabels, the distances between spin labels for TAR RNA
from molecular simulations. This method will alloware found to increase with addition of Ca2�. This result
determination of inter- or intramolecular RNA interac-is consistent with proposals that the helices become
tions upon folding of RNA or protein binding and maycoaxially stacked upon addition of Ca2�. For TAR in the
add distance constraints for structures of RNA ob-absence of divalent ions, several studies have predicted
tained from NMR experiments.conformational flexibility in the bulge region, which may

lead to a distribution of angles between the helices.
The average measured distance of �12 Å between spin Experimental Procedures
labels attached to U25 and U40 reflects the majority of
the population as captured in a frozen solution. This RNA Oligonucleotides

All RNA 10-mer oligonucleotides were purchased from Dharmaconvalue can help constrain the lowest-energy populations
Research, Inc. (Lafayette, CO) and deprotected according to theof TAR structures, as shown in Figure 5, but does not rule
vendor’s instructions. The RNA sequences are listed in Table 1,out the possibility that multiple structures with similar
where the symbol U in the name of the sequence stands for theinterspin distances are sampled due to dynamic flexibil-
2�-NH2 containing uridine nucleotide, and the numbers in 10-mer

ity. Addition of a second interspin distance constraint indicate the position of this uridine from the 5� end. Deprotected
would narrow down the choice of conformers. Recently, RNAs that were not used for spin labeling were purified by 20%
dipolar broadening data have also been fit by a weighted denaturing PAGE, dialyzed with 5 mM triethanolamine (TEA) and 100

mM NaCl buffer (pH 7.8) for 2 days at 4�C, and ethanol precipitatedsum of Pake functions [35, 36]. A preliminary distribution
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overnight. The RNA pellets were dried and redissolved in 5 mM TEA trajectory files, and distributions of the distances were obtained
(Figure 2C). TAR RNA structures were retrieved from NMR structuresand 100 mM NaCl buffer (pH 7.8) and stored at 	30�C for fur-

ther use. (Protein Data Bank ID code 1ANR, no divalent ions) and the X-ray
crystal structure (Nucleic Acid Database ID code URX075, 50 mM
CaCl2). Similar energy minimization and molecular dynamics (20 ps)Spin Labeling of RNA 10-mers
were performed to determine the positions of the spin labels, whileThe spin label (succinimidyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-3-pyrroline-1-oxyl-
either the whole RNA or helical regions alone were kept rigid. Sincecarboxylate) was obtained from ACROS (Fisher Scientific), and di-
the nucleotides in the bulge region of the TAR RNA are flexiblerectly used for RNA labeling without further purification. The spin
relative to the helical regions, two types of simulation were examinedlabels were attached to the RNA oligonucleotide 2�-NH2 positions
to see the effect of the flexibility of nucleotides on measuring dis-by a simple one-step reaction (Figure 1). In a typical reaction, 100
tances. First, as for the 10-mer duplexes, the whole RNA was fixed
l of 200 mM spin label in DMF was added to 100 
l of �1 mM
and energy minimization and MD calculations were performed. InRNA in 0.5 M sodium phosphate and 0.5 mM EDTA buffer (pH 8.0).
the second trial, only helical regions were fixed and U23, C24, andThe reaction mixture was constantly stirred for 8 hr at 60�C, and
U25 including the spin label were allowed to move freely duringthen the RNA was precipitated in 3� volume of ethanol. The RNA
simulations. The distances obtained from the divalent metal-freepellet was resuspended in 400 
l of water and purified by 20%
structure range from 5.1–13.8 Å (avg. 9.8 Å) for fixed RNA calcula-denaturing PAGE, electro-eluted from the gel, and concentrated
tions and 6.3–12.9 Å (avg. 9.1 Å) for flexible bulge calculations (Tablevia centrifugation (Centricon YM-3, Millipore). In order to separate
3B). However, the calculation from the crystal structure that containslabeled RNA from unreacted RNA, reverse-phase HPLC was per-
calcium and magnesium ions shows longer distances ranging fromformed with a C-18 column, 50 mM triethylammonium acetate (aque-
11.3–17.0 Å (avg. 14.1 Å) for the fixed RNA calculation andous buffer A [pH 7.0]) and a mixture of 30% (v/v) buffer A with 70%
11.2–19.0 Å (avg. 15.5 Å) for the flexible bulge calculations. In both(v/v) acetonitrile (organic buffer B) and 11%–23% gradient of buffer
cases, flexible motions of bulge nucleotides do not seem to affectB. The spin-labeled RNA oligonucleotides were collected, dried by
the distance predictions significantly over our 20 ps time scale.Speed Vac, resuspended in 5 mM TEA and 100 mM NaCl buffer (pH
Compared to the free motion of spin label in the duplexes, one7.8), transferred to Eppendorf tubes, and stored at 	30�C.
important feature for TAR RNA during MD calculation is that theThe labeling efficiency of this method, which uses a commercially
spin label at U25 was trapped in between C24 and G26, and theavailable nitroxide, is less than 50% for both 10-mer and TAR RNA
orientation of the spin label is limited to only one direction in bothsequences. The yield reduced to �20% for a longer 35-mer RNA
NMR and crystal structure simulations (Figure 3A).(our unpublished results), and this might be improved with addition

of a denaturant to disrupt the RNA structure. Edwards and Sigurds-
son have achieved �90% reported yield in labeling a 2�-NH2 with Room Temperature TAR RNA EPR
an isocyanate derivative of tetramethylpiperidyl-N-oxy (TEMPO) ni- EPR experiments at room temperature were repeated to examine
troxide, synthesized by their published procedure [12]. the mobility of the spin labels at U25 and U40 of the TAR RNA and

showed similar results as described in Edwards and Sigurdsson’s
work [11]. In the presence of 4.5 mM Mg2� or 50 mM Ca2� and 2.5Thermal Denaturation Experiments
mM Mg2� at pH 7.8, slight increases in spectral line width for TAR-The thermal melting profiles for both 10-mer duplexes and TAR RNA
divalent metal complexes were observed (data not shown), probablywere obtained by monitoring at 260 nm and 280 nm on a CARY 300
due to the formation of coaxially stacked stable structures.Bio UV-VIS spectrometer (Varian). For 10-mers, 900 
l of 2 
M each

of the complementary oligonucleotides in 5 mM TEA and 100 mM
NaCl buffer (pH 7.8) were annealed at 90�C for 90 s and cooled for Fourier Deconvolution Analysis of Interspin Distances
30 min on ice to form duplexes. For TAR RNA, various metals were A method to analyze interspin distances from CW EPR line shapes
added after renaturation, and the final condition was 200 
l of 5 
M using Fourier deconvolution has been described by Shin et al. [1,
RNA hybrids in 5 mM TEA and 50 mM NaCl buffer (pH 7.8). Cuvettes 13]. All calculations were performed using a MatLab v 6.5 (Math
(1 cm for 10-mers, 0.2 cm for TAR RNAs) were heated from 5�C to Works Inc.) as described [13]. Briefly, the EPR spectrum of two
95�C or 100�C at a rate of 0.3�C/min, and the first derivatives were interacting spin labels, (B), can be interpreted as a convolution of
calculated to obtain melting temperatures. the noninteracting absorption spectrum S(B) with a dipolar broaden-

ing function M(B) (Pake pattern). Following Fourier transformation
EPR Measurements with Spin-Labeled RNA Duplexes of the experimental spectra, M(B) can be obtained from Equation 1:
EPR measurements were carried out in a Bruker EMX X-band spec-

M*(�) � �*(�)/S*(�), (1)trometer. Fifty microliters of 150 
M spin-labeled RNA duplexes in
5 mM TEA, 20%(v/v) ethylene glycol, and 100 mM NaCl buffer (pH

where the function with superscript * represents the Fourier trans-7.8) contained in 2 mm quartz capillary tubes were placed in the
formed function, and � stands for the inverse variable of B. Sincecavity. Ethylene glycol was used to prevent the formation of ice
the experimental data obtained after Equation 1 contain noise atcrystals in frozen solution. EPR spectra were collected at 183K for
high frequencies, the data are truncated at 50�. The data are then10-mers and at 100K for TAR RNAs by 1–5 scans over a sweep width
fit to a Gaussian function (Equation 2), and the inverse Fourier trans-of 250G with a microwave power of 0.2 mW, modulation amplitude of
form of that Gaussian is taken as the broadening function M(B) in0.8G, time constant of 328 ms, and sweep time of 168 s. For the
Equations 3 and 4:room temperature EPR, 50 
M of 20 
l of TAR RNAs in 5 mM TEA

and 50 mM NaCl buffer with different metal ions were placed in y � A exp[	(1/�)2] � B, (2)
1 mm quartz capillary tubes. EPR spectra were obtained after aver-
aging 10–20 scans with a power of 2 mW and sweep time of 84 s. �2B� � �

∞

	∞
|2B|·M(B)dB/�

∞

	∞
M(B)dB, (3)

�R� � (0.75(3/2)ge�e/�2B�)
1
3. (4)Molecular Modeling of Spin-Labeled RNAs

Molecular modeling was performed with the INSIGHT II program
(Accelrys Inc.). All 10 base-paired RNA duplexes with canonical Interspin distances are calculated from Equations 3 and 4,

where �2B� is the average splitting over the dipolar broadeningA-type structures were constructed in the Biopolymer module, and
two spin label molecules were attached at the desired 2� positions function, ge is the isotropic electron spin g value, �e is the electron

Bohr magneton, and �R� is the averaged spin-spin distance.for each duplex. Assuming that the structures of the 10-mer du-
plexes are rigid, the total energy of the spin labels was minimized The experimental dipolar broadening function was fitted to the

Gaussian function (Equation 2) defined above using a standard mini-with a final convergence of 0.001 kcal/mole, and dynamics calcula-
tions for the two spin labels and their tethers were performed at mization search process (Nelder-Mead simplex search) with ran-

domly chosen initial A, �, and B values. In most of the cases, one298K for total of 45 ps in the cff force field using the Discover 3
module in Insight II. The interspin distances (distances between two Gaussian is sufficient to fit the broadening function. A sum of two

Gaussian functions is taken when the single Gaussian fit is notnitroxide nitrogen atoms of the spin labels) were measured from the
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satisfactory. The correlation coefficient between the dipolar broad- distance between two spin labels attached to a macromolecule.
Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 92, 8239–8243.ening function and the Gaussian fitting function is calculated as the

sum of squared differences [� (ybf 	 ygf)2, where ybf is the dipolar 14. Persson, M., Harbridge, J.R., Hammarström, P., Mitri, R., Mår-
tensson, L.-G., Carlsson, U., Eaton, G.R., and Eaton, S.S. (2001).broadening function and ygf is the Gaussian fitting function]. As an

estimate of fitting errors, the value of � in Equation 2 was allowed Comparison of electron paramagnetic resonance methods to
determine distances between spin labels on human carbonicto vary such that the deviation of Gaussian fitting function from the

dipolar broadening function was within �10% of the lowest value. anhydrase II. Biophys. J. 80, 2886–2897.
15. Gopalan, V., Kuhne, H., Biswas, R., Li, H., Brudvig, G.W., andThis range of obtained distances is shown as error bars in Figure 4.
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